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With multiple modalities producing an abundance of medical images,
radiologists are better equipped than ever to make informed decisions
for their patients. However, this deluge of imaging data can have a
troubling downside. The need to review growing volumes of images has
led to disjointed workflows and rising levels of physician burnout. At
the same time, imaging organizations are managing multiple vendors in
order to store or access all this data. As a result, they are struggling to
contain unnecessary costs and complexity.
But what if the right solution could empower radiologists to do their
work more effectively and efficiently?
What if the right tools could simplify workflows for reading physicians
and their colleagues?
And what if working with the right IT vendor could help save not only
costs, but valuable time as well?
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The Merge Unity advantage

Merge Unity is an integrated RIS-PACS-Reporting platform that enables
healthcare organizations to focus more on patients and less on managing
their IT infrastructure. Built as a turnkey imaging workflow solution, Merge
Unity reduces the need for high maintenance resources, multiple vendor
contracts and numerous integrations.
By minimizing the need to manage multiple third-party applications, Merge
Unity helps organizations to focus on:
• E
 mpowering radiologists with a system designed by and for radiologists
• S
 implifying workflows with an end-to-end, single database solution
• C
 ontaining costs with one system and one partner relationship

“Since this system was truly
designed by a radiologist, it really
thinks like me. That’s what I really
love about Merge Unity.”
Dr. Daisy Uppal, Radiologist
President/CEO of Charter Radiology

How Merge Unity empowers radiologists
Read subspecialty exams on a single platform
Read all subspecialty exams side-by-side on a single pane of glass,
including mammography and tomosynthesis.
Improve ability to detect changes in pathology
Find differences between recent and historical images more effectively by
automatically shuffling between overlaid images.

15%

The image shuffling viewing
method has been found to
improve reading speed by 15
percent.2

Image Shuffling
In order to compare images, radiologists typically
view current and prior exams on adjacent monitors.
They examine the most recent images, searching for
calcifications, masses, asymmetries and architectural
distortions, then shift their gaze to review priors, glancing
back and forth between them to search for differences.
While commonly used, this method of viewing images may
lead to “change blindness” — a failure to detect differences
between two successive images.1
Instead of viewing exams side-by-side, which requires this
constant back and forth, image shuffling allows radiologists
to “flip” between current and prior same-view images on
the same monitor, in a virtual stack. This patented image
shuffling technology, built into Merge Unity, is designed
to help increase efficiency and accuracy for reading
physicians.
Change blindness. Trends Cognit. Sci. 1997 Oct; 1(7):261-7.

1

Image toggling saves time in mammography. Journal of Medical

2

Interpret images with advanced imaging tools
Interpret images faster and with increased confidence with intuitive 3D
image visualization tools including MPRs, MIPs, vessel analysis/tracking,
cardiac calcium scoring and colon analysis.

Imaging 3(1), 011003 (Jan–Mar 2016)

Read more images, faster, without sacrificing quality
Maximize study reading time with advanced image processing, image
shuffling and an array of pre-configured automation options.
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How Merge Unity simplifies workflows
Free up resources and prioritize them for higher value processes
Allocate your resources — human and financial — more appropriately
while delivering a high level of service to your referring physicians and
patients.
Reduce scheduling and registration time
Use automated tasks and alerts, as well as resource-based scheduling,
to save staff time and boost efficiency.
Improve report turnaround time and accuracy
Pre-populate reports automatically via the injection of DICOM reports,
forms and templates, significantly reducing the amount of information
needed for dictation and peer review.
Eliminate unnecessary steps in workflow
Optimize and improve radiologists’ workflow through single interfaces,
fewer clicks, faster turnaround times, fully-integrated tools and cleaner
reports.

“The
intuitiveness
of Merge Unity
is key for us
because we
have everyone
working on the
same system. It’s
seamless.”
Marcey Hurst, PACS Admin
Grove City Medical Center

How Merge Unity helps contain costs
Reduce IT operational budgets
Reduce the need for high maintenance resources and multiple vendor
contracts, simplifying the management of your IT organization.
Maximize automation and analytics
Realize ROI by automating specific tasks and leverage analytics
capabilities to measure, evaluate and optimize practice performance.
One client estimated that implementing Merge Unity has saved their
practice about $1.2 million per year in radiologists’ time.
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Merge Unity
workflow

From orders and registration
to image acquisition and
web distribution, Merge
Unity simplifies the radiology
workflow from start to finish.
For each stakeholder, whether
front office staff, PACS
administrators, reading or
referring physicians, Merge
Unity is designed to streamline
the process every step of the
way.

Orders

Electronic orders from
physicians from their own
native EHR or via a cloudbased platform

Seamless information flow,
drag-and-drop interface,
automated eligibility

Visualization

Image acquisition

Reporting

Web distribution

No additional clicks to
change tools; sophisticated
platform enables multispecialty reading

Customized templates,
macros, mapping DICOM SRs
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Scheduling

DICOM SRs injected directly
into the report

Registration

Patient-facing
registration tracking,
real-time eligibility

Documents

Automated printing and
presentation of patientspecific forms and filing
of scanned documents

Image-enabling of any healthcare
application with true zerodownload web viewer
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Merge Unity and iConnect

The Merge Unity PACS-RIS-Reporting combination means fewer vendors
to manage and one reliable partner to collaborate with throughout the
patient journey. However, when it is integrated with IBM Watson Health’s
iConnect® solutions, Merge Unity can take your imaging organization to a
whole new level.

to the EHR, helping them make more informed decisions for their
patients.* As the foundation of a holistic image management solution,
IBM iConnect Enterprise Archive allows physicians to access current and
historical images, as well as other essential non-DICOM patient data,
using any viewer. In addition, this award-winning VNA helps consolidate
data silos, reduce storage and maintenance costs, and enhance data
integrity and disaster recovery plans.

Enterprise imaging and interoperability

IBM iConnect® Access, Watson Health’s zero-footprint universal viewer,
takes data access one step further by facilitating real-time image sharing
and exchange between clinicians regardless of location or device to help
complete the longitudinal patient record.* Combining image exchange
tools with the universal viewer and its robust API, IBM iConnect Access
enables seamless workflows for all imaging needs. Regardless of source
or content, IBM iConnect Access can deliver data as DICOM, or in its
native format (jpeg, pdf, mp4, etc.) as XDS, all in a single pane of glass.

At the heart of any sound enterprise imaging strategy is a vendor neutral
archive. After all, no matter which modality, subspecialty or site is used
to capture imaging data, the ability to access and share that information
is essential.
With IBM iConnect® Enterprise Archive, care providers can access a
comprehensive view of a patient’s medical record with rich integration

*Not FDA-approved for diagnostic purposes on mobile devices.

iConnect: Capture, manage, view, and share

Rich integration
to the EHR

On any
device

IBM iConnect
Access
&
IBM iConnect
Enterprise Archive

Collaborate

Share with
the patient

Any service line, any device, any format
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About Watson Health Imaging

Watson Health Imaging, a segment of IBM Watson Health, is a
leading provider of innovative AI computing, enterprise imaging and
interoperability solutions that seek to advance healthcare. Its Merge
branded enterprise imaging solutions facilitate the management,
sharing and storage of billions of patient medical images.
Watson Health Imaging AI solutions analyze structured and
unstructured patient, population, and medical research data residing
within disconnected silos. Solutions available now and under
development are designed to organize available information and
present it in a contextually relevant, probability-driven manner to
objectively assist healthcare professionals, whether at a reading
workstation or at the point of care.
With solutions that have been used by providers for more than 25
years, Watson Health Imaging is helping to reduce costs, improve
efficiencies and enhance the quality of healthcare worldwide.
To learn more about Merge Unity, visit
bm.com/marketplace/merge-unity
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